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Goals

• Epidemiology of pandemics

• Computational modeling
▪ Social network analysis
▪ Agent-based models
▪ Usage in public health

• ABMs for pandemics
▪ Social and physical 

environments
▪ Study progression dynamics 

(with heterogeneity)
▪ Study prevention and 

mitigation strategies

https://againstcovid19.com/singapore/cases



Epidemiology of Pandemics

How can we best understand pandemics so that 

scientists and society can properly respond to them?



The role of models

• Models allow us to predict 

the future

• Many types of models

▪ Statistical, mathematical,
computational

• Models are designed to 

answer a few questions, 

not all questions

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/04/2
2/upshot/coronavirus-models.html



Yes, SIR: the most important pandemic model

• S-I-R epidemiology model

▪ S = number susceptible

▪ I = number infected

▪ R = number recovered

http://lukaspuettmann.com/2017/02/02/sir-model/



Traditional S-I-R models ignore social 

structure

(http://dimacs.rutgers.edu/Workshops/EpidTutorial)



R you getting this?

• R0 – Basic reproductive number

▪ Defined as the expected number 

of secondary infectious cases 

generated by an average 

infectious case in an entirely 

susceptible population

▪ R0 = kbD
o k = # of contacts

o b = probability of transmission

o D = duration of infectiousness

Lipsitch, et al., 2003, Science

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Basic_reproduction_number



Traditional S-I-R models ignore social 

structure

(http://dimacs.rutgers.edu/Workshops/EpidTutorial)

Assumes random mixing!



First HIV/AIDS 

network graphic

(Auerbach et al, 1984; 
Luke & Stamatakis, 2012)



https://againstcovid19.com/singapore/cases



Need for empirical simulations that move 

beyond traditional epidemiologic models

The analysis of real epidemiological data has raised 
issues of the adequacy of the classic homogeneous 
modeling framework and quantities, such as the basic 
reproduction number in real-world situations. Based on 
high-quality sociodemographic data, here we generate 
a multiplex network describing the contact pattern of 
the Italian and Dutch populations. By using a 
microsimulation approach, we show that, for epidemics 
spreading on realistic contact networks, it is not 
possible to define a steady exponential growth phase 
and a basic reproduction number.

Liu, et al., 2018, PNAS, 12680-12685



Agent-based Models

Powerful tools to explore behavioral dynamics within 

complex systems



What is an ABM?

• A bottom-up simulation approach that is used to study complex 

systems by exploring how individual elements (agents) of a 

system behave as a function of their characteristics and 

interactions with each other and the environment. 

• Emphasizes

▪ Heterogeneity

▪ Environments that are physical or social

▪ Emergent behavior

• Similar to microsimulations



Building an ABM - PARTE system

• Agent Properties

• Agent Actions

• Agent Rules

• Time

• Environment

Hammond, R. (2015) IOM Report



Building an ABM - PARTE system

• Agent Properties

• Agent Actions

• Agent Rules

• Time

• Environment

SimCity, circa 2103



1 + 16 reasons to do 

complex systems modeling
• Prediction

• Other reasons

▪ Explain

▪ Guide data collection

▪ Illuminate core dynamics

▪ Suggest dynamical analogies

▪ Discover new questions

▪ Promote scientific habit of mind

▪ Bound outcomes to plausible ranges

▪ Illuminate core uncertainties

▪ Offer crisis options in near-real time

▪ Demonstrate tradeoffs

▪ Challenge robustness of prevailing theory

▪ Expose prevailing wisdom as incompatible 
with available data

▪ Train practitioners

▪ Discipline the policy dialogue

▪ Educate the public

▪ Reveal the simple to be complex, and vice 
versa

From Epstein, 2008; Why Model? 
http://www.santafe.edu/media/workingpapers/08-09-040.pdf



• Reynold’s flocking model

• Three simple rules

▪ Separation-avoid crowding neighbors

▪ Alignment-steer towards average 

heading of neighbors

▪ Cohesion-steer towards average 

position of neighbors

• NetLogo example

Famous ABM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W
UXq7GYH62Y

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WUXq7GYH62Y


ABMs in public health

• Longest history of ABMs in public health is in the modeling of infectious diseases
▪ Large-scale models (often using synthetic populations of entire nations or even the planet)

▪ Used by policymakers, federal governments, industry

• Examples
▪ http://www.epimodel.org/

▪ http://fred.publichealth.pitt.edu/

▪ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ECJ2DdPhMxI

▪ https://mattbierbaum.github.io/zombies-usa/

• More recent ABM applications in:
▪ Chronic disease (e.g., Walking School Bus)

▪ Public health policy (Tobacco Town)

▪ Implementation science

http://www.epimodel.org/
http://fred.publichealth.pitt.edu/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ECJ2DdPhMxI
https://mattbierbaum.github.io/zombies-usa/


ABMs for epidemics

• ABMs add ability to explore 

transmission dynamics, 

environmental influences, and 

agent behaviors to traditional 

progression dynamics (SIR)

• Typical uses
▪ Overall characterization

▪ Compare mitigation scenarios

▪ Plan for prevention (e.g., vaccine 
stockpiling)

▪ Explore disparities mechanisms

Hunter, et al., 2017, JASSS



What do pandemic ABMs look like, and what can we 

learn from them?

Examples



Moving from local to global models of disease 

transmission

From Balcan, et al, 2009, BMC Med.



From Germann, et al, 2006, PNAS

MIDAS – Computational models of disease outbreak

• Computational (agent-based) models

• Uses transportation, social mixing 

information

• Used to test different mitigation strategies 

(e.g., vaccinate everybody, targeted 

vaccinations, social distancing, school 

closures, etc.)

• See www.epimodels.org

http://www.epimodels.org/


Predictions from Global Epidemic and Mobility Model 

(GLEAMM)

From Tizzoni, et al, 2012, 
BMC Med.



Using networks to model transmission risk - Ebola

(From http://rocs.hu-
berlin.de/D3/ebola/)

http://rocs.hu-berlin.de/D3/ebola/


Bahr, et al., 2009, Obesity

Computational modeling 

to explore network 

effects



Mitigation discoveries

• School closures (Lee, et al., 2010, JPHMP)
▪ Entire system closures not more effective than individual school closures

▪ Closure duration is important

• School closure costs (Lempel, Hammond & Epstein, 2009, PLoS Currents: Influenza)
▪ Closing all schools for 4 weeks could cost $10-$47B, and lead to reduction of 6-19% in key 

healthcare personnel

• Individual social distancing (Maharaj & Kleczkowski, 2012, BMC Public Health)
▪ Best health and economic outcomes associated with either a strong, cautious control, or no 

control at all. Partial or delayed social distancing is actually worse than doing nothing.

• For COVID-19, three mitigation strategies may be particularly effective: closing of 

non-essential businesses, prohibiting large gatherings, limits on bars/restaurants
▪ (Guo, McBride, and others)

▪ Traditional statistical modeling



Try this yourself with Netlogo

• Computational models of 

disease processes

▪ Netlogo: 
https://ccl.northwestern.edu/
netlogo/

• Explore how network properties affect 

disease transmission

▪ Can explore effects of network size, 
interconnectedness, outbreak size, spread 
likelihood, etc.

▪ Also see: http://vax.herokuapp.com/

https://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/
http://vax.herokuapp.com/


From Magritte…



From Magritte…to models

https://bayesianbiologist.com/2020/04/20/the-treachery-of-models/




